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ENTERING SPACE

President’s Message
I

was on Capitol Hill recently to hear my customer and former Navy shipmate, Vice
Admiral Conrad Lautenbacher, currently administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), testify before a committee of the House of Representatives on the
Global Earth Observing System of Systems (GEOSS). You may recall that in the last issue of
Space Times I wrote a feature article on Earth science and remote sensing from space in which I
described what’s happening with important programs at NOAA and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and their challenges, both technical and political. But as I was listening to the admiral discuss the need for
implementation of an “all-hazards warning network” within the internationally coordinated GEOSS, I was struck by the profound
value space systems play in the safety and well being of the world’s citizens. Sometimes we get so close to the programs we work
on that we lose the big picture. But the big picture is what space is all about.
Let’s look at the threats we face and the role space plays in mitigating the effects of those threats. C4ISR, the mother of
all acronyms, which stands for “Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance,”
is the collective system of systems that the defense and intelligence communities employ to protect the country. Space assets are
applied across the board in the world of C4ISR, whether they are operated by the National Reconnaissance Office or the
Department of Defense or are provided for a fee by commercial providers. No surprise here: space is core. Space is also core to
the other side of national defense: homeland security. The very same space systems and many of the same applications serve this
critical mission as well.
But the admiral’s testimony inspired me to draw your attention to the other real and growing threat to the people of the
world: the natural threat. Sure, hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes, wildfires, drought, floods, and tsunamis are not new. Humankind
has learned to live with these events as facts of life, as acts of God. But what is new, and why existing and planned space systems
will be core elements of the GEOSS, is that we are now living on the very edge of disaster. Whether or not it is really true that
severe weather events are more frequent or more violent than in the past due to climate change, what is true is that we no longer
have a protective margin to deal with these events. Our population is now overwhelmingly concentrated on sea, river, and lake
shores. Wetlands to absorb temporary flooding are now paved and developed. State and even national economies, once based on
agriculture or manufacturing, now teeter on solvency at the mercy of tourist dollars. Satellites observe telltale signs of natural
hazards, communicate warnings and directions for citizens, and allow command and control for first responders and disaster
relief efforts. Space is indeed core.
While the AAS, as an organization of corporate and professional members of the space community, continues to
enthusiastically support the national vision for space exploration, it is important for us all to remember our role – and our
responsibility – to continue to support the role space plays in defending the citizens of the world. Whether the threat is from
enemies, foreign or domestic, or from devastating acts of nature, the systems our members design, build, and operate are not just
important, they are now essential. The AAS will continue to advocate for national priorities in defense and civil agency budgets
that reflect this fact. We are, as our new vision and mission statement make clear, standing for Advancing All Space. And we’re
not doing so just because space is cool; we’re doing it because now, more than ever before, it’s the right thing to do.

Jon Malay

ON THE COVER
Then National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Administrator Sean O’Keefe addresses employees at
Glenn Research Center in 2002. O’Keefe served for three years as NASA’s tenth administrator. He resigned the
appointment and left NASA in February 2005 to accept the position of chancellor at Louisiana State University.
(Source: NASA/Marvin Smith)
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Medical Emergencies in Space
Human excursions into space have endured countless medical emergencies. While the world’s space programs
have come a long way in learning how to counteract them, challenges remain in ensuring the health of astronauts
traveling beyond Earth orbit.
by Tamarack R. Czarnik

A bolt in a spacewalking
astronaut’s glove pierces through the
material of the glove, exposing his flesh
to the vacuum of space. Midway through
a long-duration space flight, a cosmonaut
develops an infection with a high fever.
A cosmonaut develops a dangerous heart
irregularity. Three astronauts are exposed
to toxic gases; one loses consciousness.
Spaceships collide; fire fills a space station with toxic smoke.
All have happened. Medical problems, like mechanical failures, are so common in space flight as to be considered
routine. Medical and mechanical failures
are usually not critical and can be fixed
in flight without disrupting mission objectives. Occasionally, several small fail-

ures occurring simultaneously will
threaten to abort the mission, as on space
shuttle mission STS-93, when two engine
computers crashed and three hydrogen
coolant tubes ruptured, resulting in a low
orbit that threatened an abort.
So it is with the human body in
space flight. While minor problems such
as skin infections and respiratory symptoms are commonplace, they can usually
be easily treated in flight with minimal
mission disruption. But infrequently, several minor problems or one major exposure or illness in flight will combine to
complicate a mission—or even abort or
shorten the flight. This article examines
the minor and major medical problems
that have been encountered in human

Physician-astronaut Joe Kerwin examines a fellow astronaut on Skylab in an effort to
prevent and diagnose ailments during the crew’s four-week space flight in 1973. (Source:
NASA)
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space flight and looks at how they may
threaten future crewed missions to the
Moon, Mars, and beyond.
Minor Aliments
Nausea. Space motion sickness is
a very common yet poorly understood and
debilitating syndrome of sweating, dizziness, nausea, and vomiting that affects
about two-thirds of all astronauts. Extravehicular activities (EVA), or spacewalks,
are not scheduled for the first three days
of a space shuttle mission for just this
reason. But ever since a 1990 shuttle mission, when physician-astronaut James
Bagian gave one of his fellow
crewmembers suffering from a severe and
disabling case of space motion sickness
the first intramuscular injection of
Phenergan, there has been slowly growing acceptance of this well-tolerated,
though invasive, treatment. Medications
for space motion sickness are the most
consumed medicines in space flight.
Pain. Close behind nausea medications come analgesics for headaches
and back pain. Headache in space seems
to be a function of fluid accumulation in
the head and sinuses; try standing on your
head for a few hours and see what happens. Back pain, experienced by about 70
percent of astronauts, seems to result from
the body’s anti-gravity muscles having
nothing better to do. Because there is no
gravity against which to hold themselves
erect, astronauts naturally assume a
curled, fetal position when relaxed. The
lower back is designed with a lumbar
curve to help counteract gravity, but being in a relaxed state for prolonged periods decreases the lumbar curve of the
spine and strains the lower back muscles,
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causing muscles in the lower back to begin to ache. While Mercury crews carried nothing for pain, Gemini missions
carried aspirin and injectable Demerol,
and Apollo added Tylenol and Darvon.
Skin problems. Since humans cannot live in zero pressure, spacesuits are
“inflated” in space, like balloons. This
makes joints hard to move, especially the
fingers. Working in space gloves can rub
fingers raw and cause subungual hematomas, or blood under the fingernails.
Spacewalking astronauts often work their
fingers so hard that they lose fingernails.
Moisturizing hand cream is always in high
demand.
Infections. Minor infections are
likewise very common in space flight.
Infections of the skin, eyes, and respiratory tract were reported thirteen times
during Apollo missions and eight times
on Skylab. But a cold in space isn’t just a
nuisance. When Wally Schirra developed
a cold on Apollo 7, it quickly spread to
shipmates Donn Eisele and Walter
Cunningham. In microgravity the nose
won’t drain, so the sinuses become more
packed with fluid and uncomfortable,
aggravating the natural movement of fluid
and congestion toward the head. Sinus
pressure and pain prompted the astronauts’ decision not to wear helmets on
re-entry to allow pressure on the ear
drums to equalize as cabin pressure
changed on descent. Had the cabin lost
pressure upon re-entry, all three astronauts
would have died. Unlikely? Not at all:
such a loss of cabin pressure on return to
Earth killed the crew of Salyut-1 in 1971.
There are many reasons for infections to be common in space flight. Without gravity, particles larger than a micron
in size, which normally settle to the floor,
remain in the cabin atmosphere and can
irritate eyes and lungs. Some potentially
harmful bacteria grow faster and yield
higher numbers in space flight; cosmonauts take a nutritional supplement to reinforce the normal bacteria in their bodies. Lymphocytes, white blood cells that
fight infection, can be less effective in
space. Immunoglobulins, or antibodies,
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Mars Society simulations demonstrate the difficulty of recovering an injured astronaut
from a harsh environment. The time-consuming procedures are likely to delay the
application of critical medical treatments. (Source: Gernot Groemer/Mars Desert
Research Station/Mars Society)

are decreased after long-duration space
flight, and cell-mediated immunity appears to be decreased as well. There is
even evidence that some antibiotics work
less well in microgravity, presumably
because their action mechanisms are sensitive to gravity.
Serious Problems
Heart problems. Numerous irregularities of heart rhythm have been
noted on space flights. On Skylab, one
crewmember had a five-beat run of ventricular tachycardia, a rhythm that can
progress easily into ventricular fibrillation and death; another had episodes of
heartbeats starting from the wrong places
in the heart. During re-entry, one shuttle
crewmember experienced up to sixteen
irregular beats per minute, and another
had long episodes of normal beats starting in the upper heart alternating with
abnormal beats starting in the lower heart
during EVA; both rhythms can lead to
death. A cosmonaut had to be returned to
Earth prematurely for abnormal heart

rhythms; another was bumped from an
EVA to an unpressurized compartment
within his spacecraft in 1997 after developing an arrhythmia.
Decompression. Because humans
cannot survive long at low pressures,
spacesuits, shuttles, and stations must be
pressurized. On several occasions, a pressurization breach has endangered astronauts’ lives. Cosmonauts aboard Soyuz
T-9 narrowly escaped decompression in
1983; they heard a loud “crack” and found
a 3.8-millimeter impact crater on a window, but the spacecraft did not depressurize. On STS-37, a bolt in one of the
astronaut’s gloves came loose and migrated
until it punched a hole in the pressure
bladder between his thumb and forefinger during a spacewalk. The astronaut
bled out into space, but his skin sealed
the opening and he did not decompress.
In 1997, a Progress re-supply ship struck
the Mir space station, creating a thirtycentimeter hole in the Spektr module and
decompressing the station rapidly.
Crewmembers sealed off the decom-
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As the tattered solar panels reveal, Mir space station suffered severe damage from a
1997 collision with a Progress re-supply ship. The resulting decompression could have
been but fortunately was not fatal to the cosmonauts onboard. (Source: NASA)

pressed section, then later performed internal EVAs to repressurize the module.
While these events were all survivable, not all have been. On Soyuz 11’s
return from Salyut-1 in 1971, a pressure
equalization valve came loose when the
Soyuz Orbital Module was jettisoned and
caused the cabin to depressurize. One cos-

of ethylene glycol leaking from a coolant loop hit a cosmonaut head-on, causing eye irritation, lethargy, and nausea.
But Mir is by no means the only
spacecraft plagued by toxic exposures. In
1975, during descent of the Apollo capsule used during the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project, a malfunction of the reaction

Just as some are compelled to stand on the edge of precipices
or stare off bridges into the void below, some astronauts are
fascinated by the free-falling view of space afforded by
spacewalking.
monaut tried to close the pressure equalization valve but only got it half closed
before he died. As the cosmonauts were
not wearing pressure suits, all three were
found dead in their cabin.
Toxic exposure. Spaceships run on
toxic chemicals, and astronauts are sometimes exposed. Following the 1997 fire
aboard Mir, the three crewmembers
donned gas masks to avoid smoke inhalation, benzene, and carbon monoxide;
they emerged safely. Later, a floating blob
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control system exposed three American
astronauts to nitrogen tetroxide and other
toxic gases. After a very hard landing,
the crew was able to escape the gas by
donning oxygen masks but not before one
lost consciousness. All crewmembers developed inflammation of the lungs, and
all required intensive therapy and hospitalization.
Serious infections. In 1985, three
cosmonauts boarded Salyut-7 for a
record-breaking stay in space. By late

October, however, one had lost his appetite and was obviously sick, staying in bed
all day; by November his condition had
not improved, and the crew returned to
Earth. The affected cosmonaut had developed inflammation of the prostate and
a fever of 40 degrees Celsius (104 degrees Fahrenheit). And during the Apollo
13 emergency, one astronaut became feverish and lethargic; medical examination
after the crew’s successful return to Earth
indicated a urinary tract infection brought
on by dehydration. Had their ordeal gone
on much longer, all three would likely
have had the infection.
Psychological problems. While
both NASA and the Russian Space
Agency don’t like to discuss them, psychological problems have posed significant problems in space. One American
astronaut, aboard Mir for four months in
1996 and 1997, began experiencing fits
of anger, insomnia, and withdrawal, exacerbated by an over-demanding
workload. And according to National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) sources who have spoken at
length with Russian psychologists, at least
three Soyuz flights were terminated early
due to interpersonal or mood issues that
bore on mission performance.
The call of the abyss. In the days
of sailing ships, physically sound young
men would occasionally throw themselves
from the boat and drown, overcome by
fascination with the sea. This “call of the
waters,” as it was named, may have a latter-day equivalent in space flight. Just as
some are compelled to stand on the edge
of precipices or stare off bridges into the
void below, some astronauts are fascinated by the free-falling view of space
afforded by spacewalking. One
cosmonaut’s diary from his 1979 stay
aboard Salyut-6 described his August 15
spacewalk: “You’re out of your mind, I
was telling myself: hanging on to a ship
in space, and to your life, and getting
ready to admire a sunset.” America’s first
spacewalker, Ed White, had to be ordered
back into the capsule by mission control.
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This compulsion to stare into the
void almost turned deadly for one rookie
cosmonaut. During his stay on Salyut-6,
the rookie was to stay inside the airlock,
monitoring medical readings while a veteran cosmonaut conducted an EVA. But
the rookie’s curiosity got the better of
him: he stuck his head out the hatch, and
then his body drifted further and further
out. When the rookie started thrashing
wildly, the veteran realized the rookie’s
safety line wasn’t attached, and he was
drifting into space! By leaning over as
the rookie drifted by, the veteran was able
to grab hold of the safety line and pull
him back in. Had the rookie been further
out, he would have drifted off and eventually suffocated.
Medical Challenges for Flights to
the Moon, Mars, and Beyond
President Bush’s space exploration
vision brings to the forefront a number
of new concerns. As space flights become
longer, certain “minor” issues may gain
major importance: for instance, a twoweek shuttle flight allows use of new antibiotics for skin infections on return to
Earth; on a two-and-a-half-year roundtrip to Mars, a strain of bacteria resistant
to all on-board antibiotics could wipe out
the whole crew. Serious problems could
become even worse: if microgravity
causes irregular heart rhythms, longer
flights will mean more dangerous
rhythms – unless artificial gravity is
used. Mechanical malfunctions will make
infections like those the astronauts experienced on the Apollo 13 more common,
and many believe psychological problems
will be more frequent and serious as astronauts are further isolated from Earth.
In addition, as space flights take as
tronauts farther from Earth, getting them
to medical care will take longer: evacuation time is estimated to be twenty-four
hours from low Earth orbit, three days
from the Moon, and as long as two years
from a Mars colony. Clearly, there will
need to be some capacity for surgery in
long-duration space flight. Communica-
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The amazing beauty and vastness of space can distract and lure away untethered
spacewalkers from the safety of their spacecraft, leaving them dangerously helpless.
(Source: NASA)

tions from low Earth orbit are almost instantaneous, making “remote surgery” by
doctors on Earth possible. The communications delay from the Moon, however,
is 2.5 seconds, significantly complicating the procedure. And communication
delays to Mars can be twenty minutes
long, making remote surgery impossible.
Mars explorers will need surgeons.
One way of cutting down time to
assess an emergency would be making
vital sign readouts accessible on astronauts’ suits and inside the habitat; this
would tell an accompanying crewmember
or doctor monitoring from inside the
habitat the condition of an astronaut on
the surface of the Moon or Mars. But initial investigations at the Mars Society’s
Mars Analog Research Stations in the Canadian Arctic and the Utah desert indicate that it could easily take ninety minutes to simply transport an ill astronaut
into the habitat and remove his or her suit
– much longer than the “golden hour” or
“platinum half-hour” many trauma surgeons consider to be the time frame necessary to start resuscitations.
What’s being done to prepare us
for the medical challenges ahead? A great
deal. To name a few activities, NASA’s

International Multidisciplinary Artificial
Gravity project is researching the effects
of artificial gravity on humans. The Mars
Society (www.marssociety.org) has two
research stations, soon to be joined by a
third in Australia and a fourth in Iceland,
to conduct simulations of various operations on Mars, including evacuation, treatment, and telemedical support of injured
crewmembers. The National Space Biomedical Research Institute (www.
nsbri.org) seeks solutions to myriad
physiological concerns in space flight.
Many independent researchers continue
to study such problems as how to perform basic life support and surgery in
microgravity, how drugs distribute in the
body and act on infections in space flight,
and how to design blood analyzers to
operate in space.
These and many other unsolved
problems will need to be resolved as we
work to secure humanity’s place in the
stars. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tamarack R. Czarnik, M.D., is a
family practitioner, member of the Aerospace Medical Association, and medical
director for the Mars Society.
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Translating Space Transportation in the Exploration
Era: Addressing Launch Options in National Policy
The U.S. space exploration vision and the recently revised National Space Transportation Policy will guide space
transportation decisions for years to come. The resulting choices for transporting humans beyond Earth orbit, still
yet to be made, will have profound effects not just on the nation’s ability to make human space flight safe and
routine but also on the future of the commercial launch industry.
by Frank Sietzen, Jr.

On the eastern coast of Florida at
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) Kennedy Space
Center, aging hangars and storage facilities designed for a huge winged spacecraft dot the landscape. The only existing U.S. launch pads for human-rated
launch vehicles rust in the Florida salt air.
A mammoth assembly building crafted
for a generation of Moon-bound boosters is only partially used today, and its
superstructure and roof cry out for renovation. In Louisiana, two-thirds of a construction facility adapted from wartime
use to Apollo and then to the space shuttle
lies mothballed. In southern Alabama a
new plant built to process a fresh genera-

tion of expendable rockets is larger than
the orders it must fill.
Across America, the architecture of
space transportation decisions past tells a
story of another era of payloads and priorities, remnants of an age on the scale
of the very large that is today matched
only by the challenge of change and the
shrinking of markets.
A year ago, President George W.
Bush announced a new agenda for the
civil space program. And, as 2005 got underway, the Bush administration announced a new national space transportation policy, some three years in the crafting. Together, these two policies will reshape the landscape of space launch for
the United States, defining choices about

how to carry Americans and their robots
and cargoes back to the Moon and what
role Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicles
(EELV) and entrepreneurial launch systems will play in supporting exploration
and other government and commercial
endeavors.
But still elusive for policy makers
when it comes to making decisions about
space transportation for exploration is
clarity: How will the exploration initiative transform space transportation? And
how will NASA’s new launch goals be
translated into programmatic funding and
system definitions? Will the exploration
vision create new markets for EELV variants, or will it lead to the first truly heavylift U.S. launch vehicle since the Saturn

Many assets in America’s space transportation infrastructure face reduced utilization as the market for large launch vehicles diminishes.
LEFT: NASA prepares space shuttle external tanks at the Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans, which used to construct the
Saturn boosters. (Source: NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center) RIGHT: The final step of space shuttle processing, vehicle component
mating, is performed in the aging Vehicle Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center. (Source: NASA)
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5? How and when these questions get answered will indeed transform the twentyfirst century landscape of space transportation, determining the ships that will
carry us to far horizons.
Organizing for Exploration
At the center of the president’s vision is an exploration impulse — what
Bush called “not an option we choose,
but a desire written in the human heart.”
The vision policy has as its goal the establishment of permanent facilities —
nascent colonies, if you will — on the
Moon and Mars. The Bush space vision
sets into motion a multi-decadal plan that
calls for the emplacement of substantial
cargoes on the Moon, followed by construction of base camps, and, lastly, extended missions beyond near-Earth space
to Mars and beyond.
The primary crewed vehicle that
will be the centerpiece spaceship to meet
these objectives is the Crew Exploration
Vehicle (CEV). When NASA issued a
request for proposal for the CEV on
March 1 of this year, the CEV’s capabilities began to become more clearly defined.
First, the spacecraft will carry as few as
four astronauts and possibly as many as
six for extended missions. Its hull may
contain parachutes or parafoils as well as
landing gear. It must be capable of rendezvous and docking with two new spacecraft elements: the Earth Departure Stage
(EDS) and the Lunar Surface Access
Module (LSAM). The EDS, under one
set of mission architectures being studied, would send a docked CEV out of
Earth orbit to the Moon. The LSAM,
under the same architecture, would carry
astronauts to the lunar surface, just as the
Lunar Excursion Module did during
Apollo.
According to retired Navy Admiral Craig E. Steidle, head of NASA’s
Exploration Systems Mission Directorate,
the CEV may come in various sizes, but
all variants will serve NASA’s exploration goals, meaning that the CEV could
support crewed lunar bases and Mars exploration. The CEV could also possibly
SPACE TIMES • March/April 2005

The next generation of human exploration vehicles, perhaps similar to this artist’s concept
of NASA’s CEV, could facilitate missions to the Moon and even Mars. Proposals for the
design of the CEV are being drafted by several aerospace companies and partnerships.
(Source: NASA)

be used to service the International Space
Station.
The new national space transportation policy will be a key force in shaping the launch choices for NASA’s exploration transportation system, dubbed
Project Constellation by the agency. The
new policy mandates the primacy of the
EELV as the chief U.S. expendable
launcher for the foreseeable future. It calls
for continuation of the two EELVs —
the Boeing Delta 4 and the Lockheed
Martin Atlas 5 — until such time as the
Secretary of Defense chooses to sustain a
single vehicle. It also calls for increased
use of new space entrepreneurial launch
systems and leaves the door open for a
larger-lift vehicle adapted from the
shuttle.
Within the constraints of the transportation policy, the shape and capabilities of the CEV, the EDS, and the LSAM
will ultimately determine the launch vehicles that will carry them from Earth.
According to Steidle, as of early 2005,
the only launch systems decision he has
made is that “there will not be a Saturn
5-class, clean-sheet design booster for
these missions,” the reason being a lack

of funds. So the architecture Steidle currently favors, although it has not yet been
selected, resembles the Earth-orbit rendezvous model Wernher Von Braun proposed but NASA rejected for Apollo.
Such an architecture would have used
Saturn 1 boosters to assemble a space station in low Earth orbit, from which elements of the Apollo fleet would have been
assembled. The docked Apollo spacecraft
components would have left the station
bound for the Moon under that scenario,
obviating the need to construct a heavylift launcher.
For NASA exploration program
planners, the scenario calls for use of a
derivative of the EELV, or possibly the
French Ariane 5 or a launcher assembled
from space shuttle external tanks and solid
boosters, to individually lift the CEV, the
EDS, and the LSAM into Earth orbit. By
robotic means, the components would be
docked together and then depart for the
Moon. One current concept would have
the EDS serve as a sort of space tug, cycling back and forth from a high orbit to
a low orbit and being reused by various
exploration missions. What would pass
for a space-going gas station, constructed
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Boeing’s Delta 4 is one of two heavy lift expendable launch vehicles that is likely to
support U.S space transportation in the near future. The Delta 4 had its first successful
full-configuration launch in January. (Source: The Boeing Company)

and staffed by space entrepreneurs,
would maintain the EDS with propellants and maintain the system for NASA
use.
The EDS will require at least a
new generation of upper stage engines
and a new method of orbital refueling
— a capability the U.S. has failed to
advance during the shuttle program.
While the configuration of the LSAM
has not been determined (nor has the
decision to proceed with the CEV/EDS/
LSAM combination been finalized), in
one study the LSAM would be capable
of non-piloted, cargo flights to the
Moon. A shuttle-derived heavy lifter or
another larger-lift solution would be
ideal to fulfill such a requirement.
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If the choice for the LSAM is a
shuttle-derived solution, then funding
will be needed to upgrade as well as
maintain the shuttle launch infrastructure at Kennedy Space Center. This decision would also be a boon to NASA’s
workforce, as experienced shuttle workers could be redirected as the shuttle’s
retirement approaches to exploration-related cargo launches. Also worth noting
is that CEV missions using the Delta 4
or Atlas 5 EELVs would help to reinvigorate the moribund U.S. expendable
launch fleet.
Lowering Costs
But what of lowering the cost of
access to space? Neither a shuttle adap-

tation nor an EELV variant is likely to do
this. Cost does not seem to be a major driver
in NASA’s exploration-related launching decisions. It is in non-exploration-related
launch activities that the costs could be
brought down, with emerging launch entrepreneurs playing their most important role
in the Bush vision: instead of requiring CEV
variants to service the International Space
Station, entrepreneurs could provide a crew
and cargo launch service. In fact, NASA
might do well to follow the spirit of the
Aldridge Commission report and turn over
all access to low Earth orbit to the entrepreneurial sector. With the shuttle flying for at
least the next five years and conceivably a
bit longer, there is sufficient time for entrepreneurial firms such as Kistler, SpaceX (for
whom I worked for a year as Washington
representative), or SpaceDev to design, test,
and flight-qualify crew and cargo systems
for low Earth orbit flights.
These options are allowed within the
Bush space vision as well as the space transportation policy. Making the CEV ultimately
compatible for launch aboard an Ariane 5,
or any of the exploration transportation
system’s cargo elements compatible with a
foreign launcher, might also serve to drive
down launch costs and stimulate the industry. In this way, the exploration agenda may
have a powerful effect on access to space,
shaping launch choices and stimulating new
technology.
Access costs could also be lowered by
shifting to a private operator for all NASA
launches from Kennedy Space Center, much
the way outsourcing of space shuttle launch
processing has saved the space agency billions of dollars since 1996. These
privatization steps, encouraged by both the
vision and transportation policies, would
revitalize central Florida by opening up access to Kennedy Space Center launching facilities for new vehicles, including those derived for the exploration vision. The combination of new markets for EELVs and
shuttle elements, government purchases of
launch services from the entrepreneurs, and
private operation of government launching
bases can help to lower the cost of access to
space while freeing resources for human
exploration of the Moon and solar system.
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A Mandate to Explore
All of the above assumes that the public will continue to support the exploration
initiative and accept the risk that space exploration entails. Sadly, it is a likelihood that
the loss of the Apollo 1, Soyuz 1, Soyuz 11,
Challenger, and Columbia crews will not be
the only losses as space exploration accelerates. But such risks should not deter future
voyages of exploration and quests for discovery. Perhaps one vantage point and a
record of an unfinished journey will serve
to show what I mean.
If an American from a future, distant
time were to return to our nation today and
try to understand why humans feel the need
to explore space in the early twenty-first century, then a visit to the sixth floor of a large
but aging building on the eastern Florida
coast might prove instructive. There, inside
a building once crafted to house the great
Moon-bound Saturn boosters, storage space
once home to offices now houses something
very different. It is a refrigerated space today, sealed off and under lock and key.
After unlocking the door and entering the room, the visitor would be confronted immediately with rows upon rows
of artifacts. Most are small fragments of
something that was horribly burned, as if in
a great cauldron of fire. Each of these pieces
has been wrapped in plastic bubble wrap and
housed inside museum-quality archival storage boxes. Dozens and dozens of these boxes
line one wall, but the ruined artifacts do not
stop there. Nearby are larger objects — what
look like bell-shaped nozzles of rocket engines and the window frame of an airplane
— only misshapen and distorted as if struck
by a fall from a great height.
Our visitor might wonder what had
happened to the ship that once was made of
these combined parts, and why its remains
are so lovingly preserved here. But it is the
items that line the other wall that would provide the key to understanding this room and
the place it holds in the history of American
space flight. For there, hundreds of letters
and drawings have been taped to the wall.
Most were created by schoolchildren and
addressed to an organization described by
four letters — N.A.S.A. — as well as pioSPACE TIMES • March/April 2005

Space Shuttle Columbia rolls toward the gantry before a 1997 launch as the sun sets
over Kennedy Space Center. Pieces salvaged after Columbia’s final flight remain at
Kennedy Space Center, serving to encourage humankind to continue the perilous
adventure of space exploration. (Source: NASA)

neers called astronauts, or “star voyagers.” The posters and notes do not decry
the loss of the great ship but instead pay
homage to those who were lost in its
final flight and give comfort to those
who sent it skyward on its voyage of
exploration. The children, speaking in
the first-person voices of a generation
of space travelers yet to come, urged
not less risk-taking on the space frontier but more. Keep going out there, they
seemed to be saying, pledging to the lost
ship’s crewmembers that they would not
be forgotten and that their failed voyage would be continued.
There are no windows in that
room. But outside, if one stands against
a railing and looks down into the great

transfer aisle below, the ghosts of the
ancient rocketships that once were
stacked there might just be visible. Like
the shattered spacecraft whose wreckage is preserved for future studies, these
earlier rockets once blazed explorer’s
trails into the heavens.
The children were right in calling their elders back to that frontier. Our
visitor might even wonder, looking back
across the centuries yet to come, if and
when they ever did. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank Sietzen, Jr., is a journalist,
analyst, and author who writes about
technology, the environment, and travel
from his home in Arlington, Virginia.
The views expressed here are his own.
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AAS NEWS

The “3I” Approach to Space Education
The International Space University offers a nine-week summer program to professionals and graduate students.
The goal: to prepare future leaders for the challenges of international space cooperation. The authors were privileged
to attend the 2004 summer program.
by David André Broniatowski and Mindy Gallo

The International Space University
(ISU) is based on the “3I” philosophy to
space education: “interdisciplinary” learning in an “international” and “intercultural” environment. One of the goals of
the ISU Summer Session Program (SSP)
is for space lawyers to learn how to talk

held in the southern hemisphere. SSP
2004 was held in Adelaide, Australia, and
hosted 114 students from twenty-seven
countries.
The SSP is broken into two halves:
the first half is heavily concentrated on
coursework and workshops, culminating

One of the goals of the ISU Summer Session Program is for
space lawyers to learn how to talk to engineers, for engineers
to learn how to communicate with space doctors and business
managers, and for scientists and engineers to learn how to
work together better.
to engineers, for engineers to learn how to
communicate with space doctors and business managers, and for scientists and engineers to learn how to work together better.
The seventeenth SSP was unique
in that it was the first ever to be held in
Australia and only the second ever to be

in an exam to test students’ understanding of the material presented. During the
second half of the summer, students spend
the majority of their time in team projects.
Students of the SSP choose two “homes”
for their summer: one of eight departments in which to specialize (space and

Following the 2004 SSP closing ceremony, participants gather at the Adelaide Town Hall
for a closing reception to say their goodbyes to each other. (Source: Mindy Gallo)
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society, space business and management,
space engineering, space life sciences,
space physical sciences, space policy and
law, satellite applications, and space systems analysis and design) and one of three
team projects (in 2004 the three team
projects were “exploration,” “water,” and
“broadband”). The team projects allow
the students to learn more about applications of space and provide the opportunity to practice the skills learned during
the first half of the summer in cross-cultural negotiations and interdisciplinary
teamwork.
Field Trips to Woomera and
Arkaroola
Part of any international experience involves traveling, and the ISU is
no exception. This SSP featured a weekend field trip to the Woomera Rocket
Range deep in the Australian Outback.
While in Woomera, we stayed in the historic Eldo Hotel, named after the precursor to today’s European Space Agency,
and got a chance to enjoy breathtaking
desert vistas, star watching (with absolutely no light pollution) and salsa dancing in the Eldo’s pub. SSP students actively participated in the launch of two
Zuni rockets, which carried experiments
designed by ISU students and faculty.
Despite high winds and brewing stormy
weather, both rockets defied the odds and
successfully lifted off.
Participants in the exploration team
project were treated to a particularly special bonus field trip to the Arkaroola reserve. Here, students got an incredible
opportunity to experience one of the most
Mars-like places on Earth, where, in some
locations, all you can see is vast expanses
of rocky red desert. Arkaroola is also
home to magnificent mountains and riSPACE TIMES • March/April 2005

Members of the exploration team project gather for a group photograph during their field trip to Arkaroola in the Australian Outback.
(Source: International Space University)

verbeds, which make for interesting geologic finds and plenty of off-road driving. From chasing kangaroos up mountains to flying over the Arkaroola planes
in a four-seater aircraft, perhaps the most
amazing aspects of Arkaroola and
Woomera were the shared experiences by
all in the ISU. It is an experience that the
participants will never forget.
Culture Nights
ISU is nothing if not intercultural.
In the opening ceremony, everyone was
treated to a glimpse of the rich and diverse Australian Aboriginal culture, complete with dance and the famed Aboriginal musical instrument, the didgeridoo.
From there, things got no less exotic.
Every week, the SSP community was
treated to a “culture night,” in which delegates from different nations would represent their cultures through means such
as food, drink, dance, and movies. During a culture night, one could be expected
to be transported to a Texan barbeque or
sample German beer. One could learn the
Hebrew alphabet. One could learn just
how much Portuguese and Japanese have
in common, all the while taking a siesta
in Spain. Hopping from Slovenia to
Cameroon while stopping to learn a Turkish dance was the norm. But at the end of
the day, the message remained the same:
whether we examined Lebanese architecture or Russian spires, we knew that we
were all from one Earth.
Exploring Australia
Of course, how could anyone go
to a country as beautiful as Australia without taking the time to look around a bit?
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ISU students, not the sedentary type, went
on epic adventures throughout the Australian continent whenever there was a
free weekend (and sometimes on weekdays too!). These travels ranged far and
wide, to Sydney and Melbourne, the jewels of the East coast, and along the Great
Ocean Road. A popular destination to visit
from Adelaide was the nearby Kangaroo
Island, home of majestic natural wonders
and more koalas than you can shake a stick
at – and an occasional kangaroo.
Adelaide, and South Australia in general,
is home to some of the best wine in the
world. Vineyard tours in the McLaren Vale
and Barossa Valley were accordingly popular day-long outings. Visits to locations
such as Cairns and the Great Barrier Reef,
Uluru (also known as Ayre’s Rock), and
Tasmania took special travel arrangements
and were the basis for forming lifelong
friendships.
Closing Ceremony
On Friday, August 27, the 2004
SSP came to a close in historic Brookman
Hall of the University of South Australia. Torsten Bieler, a German student who
works for the European Space Agency in
the Netherlands, gave his valedictorian
speech, entitled “The End,” which accurately captures the emotions of 114 departing students at the end of a powerful
summer:
“All this has been a great experience, and it’s a kind of extreme situation.
It is almost like getting married: you get
bound together. Australia, Adelaide, the
universities, the people, the lecturers, the
students…this ‘3I’ approach is very powerful and especially on days like today.

What we shall keep in mind is that we
should be like it says in this Chinese proverb: that you should ‘be with your head
in the sky and with your feet on the
Earth.’ We have to be very careful with
words like ‘friendship,’ but the students
and people involved shared a good time.
We had good fun, we had good studies,
good parties, good work. We had good
interpersonal discussions, and we had
good laughs.”
The authors would like to acknowledge the generous support of our sponsors: the American Astronautical Society,
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, University of Adelaide,
University of South Australia, and
Flinders University. Without their support,
our participation in the 2004 SSP would
not have been possible. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
David André Broniatowski is a candidate for master’s degrees in aeronautical and astronautical engineering and
technology and policy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), working in the field of space policy. David is a
graduate of the 2004 ISU SSP and holds
an S.B. in aeronautics and astronautics
from MIT. David is the 2004 AAS Lady
Mamie Ngan Memorial Scholarship recipient.
Mindy Gallo is a systems engineer
at Northrop Grumman Mission Systems
in Vienna, Virginia, and is a candidate for
a master’s degree in systems engineering
from The George Washington University.
Mindy is a graduate of the 2004 ISU SSP
and holds an S.M. in aeronautics and astronautics from MIT and a B.S. in aerospace engineering from the University of
Virginia. Mindy is the 2004 AAS Annual
Scholarship to ISU recipient.
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NOTES ON A NEW BOOK

Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of
the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles
Reviewed by Mark Williamson

Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles
by Roger E. Bilstein. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003. 544 pages.
ISBN: 0-8130-2691-1. $39.95 (paperback).

These days we realize only too
well the need for guaranteed, reliable access to space, with the availability of a
heavy-lift launch vehicle having always
been high on the wish list. Back in the
halcyon days of the 1960s, the Saturn 5
rocket met all of these requirements and
more as America’s human-rated launcher
of the Apollo lunar exploration missions.
This book is a well-deserved tribute to that historic launch vehicle, written by one of America’s leading space
historians, Roger Bilstein. In thirteen
chapters, and some five hundred pages,
it takes readers from the concepts and
origins of the Saturn 5 and its precursors, through the development of its
stages and their engines, to the missions
and feats of exploration it supported. As
befits a history text, the author also includes a number of appendices (covering
topics such as flight history, major subcontractors, and NASA organizational
structures for the project), plus some forty
pages of notes and an eleven-page index.
In terms of technology development, few stories can compete with that
of the Saturn 5’s F-1 engine, a behemoth
designed by North American Aviation’s
Rocketdyne Division to produce no less
than 6.7 million newtons of thrust (one
newton equals 0.1 kilograms of force).
As Bilstein reports, it did this by burning
propellant “at a rate of three metric tons
per second.” To get Apollo to the Moon,
however, it was necessary to cluster five
of these engines together on the first stage
of the Saturn 5. Even those familiar with
14

today’s most powerful launch vehicles
cannot fail to be impressed by the size of
the rocket which resulted. Luckily, three
of the remaining vehicles are on public
display – in Florida, Texas, and Alabama
– to impress everyone else (the author
includes an appendix on the location of
remaining Saturn hardware).
This book describes the problems
NASA and Rocketdyne experienced in
developing a rocket engine larger and
more powerful than anything previously
developed and mating it to a rocket stage
under development by another contractor, The Boeing Company. The Saturn 5’s
size alone dictated the need for dedicated
test facilities and had obvious funding
implications: according to the book’s appendix on Saturn research and development funding, engine development alone
swallowed some $900 million between
1959 and 1970 – about one-tenth of the

total Saturn budget. Even spread over
such a period, that was serious money for
the time.
Naturally, there were some who
believed such an engine could not be built
– an opinion supported by the serious
combustion instabilities which led to the
total loss of an engine in 1962. In a memo
quoted by Bilstein, Wernher von Braun
remarked dryly at the time: “This problem assumed new proportions.”
The first-stage engine was, however, but one of the engineering challenges involved in producing the Saturn
5. As Bilstein points out, the large size of
the first-stage structure required a redesign of parts of Boeing’s rocket factory:
some of the overhead trusses and air conditioning ducts were removed to accommodate the 11.6-meter-diameter assembly fixture, while the heavy tooling
needed to build the stage required the reinforcement of parts of the floor.
This book should come high on the
list of those who enjoy blow-by-blow
accounts of technology development,
whether space-related or not; for those
who specifically enjoy space history, it is
a must. If one criticism can be made, it is
of the reproduction quality of the photographs in this edition, a function of the
poor quality paper used by the publisher.
Most likely to save space and reduce the
page count, some images are no larger
than postage stamps, which is a pity, detracting from the overall worth of the book.
Even low production values, however, cannot undermine the importance of
the story: the development of what must
surely be the most widely lauded launch
vehicle of all time, the mighty Saturn 5. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark Williamson is an independent
space technology consultant and author.
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Making the Vision International
President Bush has mandated that international cooperation should be a critical component of the U.S. vision for
space exploration, but how such cooperation will work in practice has yet to be defined. So far, the course differs
markedly from the International Space Station experience.
by John M. Logsdon

As

he announced the new vision
for space exploration on January 14,
2004, President George W. Bush noted
that what he was proposing was “a journey, not a race” and called “on other nations to join us on this journey, in a spirit
of cooperation and friendship.” The words
were reminiscent of those uttered almost
twenty years earlier by President Ronald
Reagan in his January 1984 State of the
Union address as he directed the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) to develop a space station
“within a decade.” Then Reagan announced that “NASA will invite other
countries to participate so we can
strengthen peace, build prosperity, and
expand freedom for all who share our
goals.”
What followed these two statements, however, is not at all similar. In
March 1984, within a few weeks of the
president’s address, NASA Administrator James Beggs, traveling on a White
House airplane as the president’s personal
ambassador, visited Rome, Bonn, Paris,
London, Tokyo, and Ottawa. He met with
several heads of state and numerous relevant ministers, plus the director general
of European Space Agency (ESA) and
representatives of all (then) eleven ESA
member governments. At each stop, he
told those with whom he met that President Reagan believed that their country’s
participation in the space station program
could “provide a highly positive centerpiece for demonstrating Free World unity,
goodwill, and technological progress.” As
the leaders of the “Group of Seven” leading industrial countries met in June 1984
for their annual economic summit, they were
seen clustering around a large space station
model as President Reagan personally reiterated his invitation to participate.
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What came out of these interactions, of course, was the 1988 agreement
among the United States, nine European
countries, Japan, and Canada to work together in developing and operating what
is now known as the International Space
Station (ISS). Five years later, in April
1993, the possibility of Russia joining the
partnership was raised at the first meeting between Presidents Bill Clinton and
Boris Yeltsin. That this addition to the
station partnership would be pursued was
announced in September of that year by
Vice President Al Gore and Russian Prime
Minister Victor Chernomyrdin.
This is not the place to discuss the
pros and cons of international participation in the ISS, though the experience has
undoubtedly colored how the United
States and its potential partners have thus
far approached international involvement
in the vision for space exploration. The

point here is that the earlier cooperation
was the result of not only a presidential
initiative but also follow up by a highlevel U.S. official to underline the seriousness of the president’s invitation.
Contrast the ISS case with what has
happened in the months following President Bush’s January 2004 speech. It was
not until last November that NASA
brought together representatives from
nineteen space organizations in a workshop intended to allow, according to the
NASA summary of the event, “NASA
and international space agencies to exchange information on their individual
plans for human and robotic exploration
of space.” The workshop was the start of
a lengthy process of defining the ways in
which interested countries could work
together in both human and robotic exploration; the United States gave no indication of specific roles it hoped other

President Ronald Reagan (left) introduces world leaders to a concept model of Space
Station Freedom at the 1984 G-7 Economic Summit in London. With the help of NASA
Administrator James Beggs, President Reagan encouraged international cooperation
in the project, which eventually led to the development of the ISS. (Source: NASA)
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countries might play or of the terms and
conditions for their involvement in the
U.S. vision. Rather than “participate” in
developing and using a single large facility, the issue discussed was whether other
countries wanted to “join” the United
States in exploring the solar system. The
workshop participants identified a “desire for long-term cooperation” and a need
for additional discussions “regarding the
consequences and benefits” of such cooperation. To provide a framework for
such discussions, the participants agreed
on the need “to continue dialogue on specific interests within the framework of
an international coordination mechanism
yet to be defined.” This continuing dialogue is on the agenda for this year, and
probably beyond. Participants also noted
that “high-level political engagement is
desirable at some point.” It is an open question when that point will be, given the “bottom up” approach to international involvement taken by the United States to date.
There are some other striking differences between what happened twenty
years ago and the current situation. In the
case of the space station program, preliminary discussions of U.S. plans and the

potential involvement of other countries
took place in 1982 and 1983, before President Reagan’s invitation. Thus when
James Beggs met with government leaders to extend the president’s invitation,
the groundwork for their reaction had
been laid. By contrast, President Bush’s
call for international involvement was the
first that space agencies in other countries had heard of the new U.S. vision
for space exploration. Although some,
most notably Europe and Russia, were
already thinking about their future exploratory plans, Bush’s announcement has
accelerated such thinking in all spacefaring
countries. But the time is certainly not
yet ripe for high-level commitments from
the leaders of potential partner nations or
their space agencies. Thus the slowerpaced approach being followed by the
United States makes good sense.
Within NASA, the Exploration
Systems Mission Directorate has spent the
months since the president’s announcement working at a feverish pace to gather
ideas on how to go about implementing
the vision. It is not surprising that NASA
has chosen to get its own approach in order before initiating serious discussions

Japanese astronaut Soichi Noguchi (right) trains for zero-gravity flight on NASA’s KC135 aircraft with U.S. astronauts Stephen Robinson (left) and Charles Camarda (center).
The three astronauts will visit the ISS on the space shuttle’s long-awaited return to flight
mission. The ISS experience will provide lessons learned to help prepare international
crews to overcome cultural differences in future multinational exploration missions.
(Source: NASA)
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on international involvement, even
though the delay has left potential partners wondering what their roles could be.
In theory, collaborative planning from the
start might have been desirable, but in
any event it was initiated by the November workshop. What happens in coming
months as substantive discussions begin
will be crucial in shaping the international
character of future exploration.
The ISS partnership was centered
on developing and utilizing a single facility (although those with long memories will recall that at its inception the
program included several co-orbiting and
polar free-flying platforms). Given that
reality, it was relatively straightforward
to define what the international contributions to the orbiting laboratory might
be. In contrast, implementing the vision
will require many missions, both robotic
and human, using many different technologies and systems during this multidecade “journey.” Coordinating the separate and joint international space exploration efforts of several countries towards
common goals and cooperating in achieving them will be a much more daunting challenge than crafting the space station partnership – and that was difficult enough!
The ISS partnership was based on
a formal government-to-government
agreement and memoranda of understanding between NASA and each participating partner agency. These documents
spelled out in great detail the structure of
the partnership and ultimately reflected
the political compromises necessary to
bring it into being. A final determination
of the overall U.S. approach to international participation in the exploration vision has yet to be made. For some elements of the vision, such as the Crew
Exploration Vehicle, all indications are the
approach will be similar to that taken in
the nine-nation Joint Strike Fighter program, in which the Lockheed Martin
Corporation, acting as the “systems integrator” for the program, selects program
elements from all participating countries
on a “best value” basis, with political considerations given secondary weight. It will
take some adjustment in their thinking for
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the ISS partners, and for other countries
wanting to be involved, to allow a U.S.
private sector systems integrator to make
key decisions on the character of their contributions. It is not yet clear whether there
will be an overall system integrator for
the many other elements of the vision,
such as robotic precursor missions and
activities on the Moon and eventually
Mars. After all, implementing the vision
will take several decades, and the forms
of international involvement are likely to
vary over both time and type of activity.
The largest initial development
program in the vision is the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). The two leading
contenders for the initial CEV contracts
to develop a vehicle for an uncrewed orbital demonstration flight in 2008 are
teams led by Lockheed Martin and by an
alliance of The Boeing Company and the
Northrop Grumman Corporation. Recently, Lockheed Martin announced that
the space transportation division of the
European Aeronautics, Defense, and
Space Company would be a major participant in its team. One path to international
involvement will certainly be international
industrial teaming on specific projects.
All of the above is intended to suggest that the world’s space agencies and
their government and industrial allies will

Various facets of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Aurora program of human and
robotic solar system exploration are shown in this artist’s collage. NASA and ESA may
identify mutual areas of interest in exploration that cooperation would serve well. (Source:
ESA/P.Carril)

face in coming months (and probably
years) a daunting but fascinating challenge: to pool together on a global basis
the world’s talents, resources, and interests in space exploration. It is not a given
that this challenge can be successfully met.
But the stakes in being successful are very
high, if the twenty-first century is to see

the permanent expansion of human activity and presence to the far corners of
the solar system. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Dr. John M. Logsdon is director of
the Space Policy Institute in The George
Washington University’s Elliott School of
International Affairs in Washington, D.C.
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IN ORBIT

Sean O’Keefe’s Real Legacy
Will the former NASA administrator be remembered more for the improvements or for the major, more controversial
changes he imparted at the agency?

As Sean O’Keefe sails off on his
“golden parachute” to become chancellor of Louisiana State University, I have
been amazed at the accolades bestowed
upon him for his three years at the helm
of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). While Mr.
O’Keefe does have a few successes for
which he can be proud, his record is far
less distinguished than most space pundits assert. Sean O’Keefe came to NASA
with many expectations from the NASA
and the aerospace communities. He even
turned out to be a nice, affable person —
something long missing from the
administrator’s suite. It became known
that O’Keefe, who had come from the
Office of Management and Budget, had
read W. Henry Lambright’s book, Powering Apollo: James E. Webb of NASA,
about arguably NASA’s greatest administrator. He considered Webb a role model.

Despite his best efforts, however, Sean
O’Keefe was no James Webb.
Upon his arrival, O’Keefe’s main
task was to fix the $5-billion overrun in
the International Space Station (ISS) program and put NASA’s financial management system into proper order. Mr.
O’Keefe did much to fix the ISS and began the long task of repairing NASA’s
antiquated financial management system.
His solutions to the ISS, however, rankled
our international partners. He did what
all great bean counters do: he simply descoped the program. And he continued a
flawed, hidden practice of taking funds
from the space shuttle, Earth science, and
aeronautics programs to fix the ISS.
Nonetheless, it appeared to be working
until February 1, 2003. Columbia
changed everything.
The Columbia accident will be his
legacy for good or bad. O’Keefe, in part

NASA Administrator Sean O’Keefe testifies at a September 2004 hearing before the full
Senate Commerce Committee on the status of the space shuttle’s return to flight. Next to
the crafting of the vision for space exploration, the Columbia disaster and subsequent
return-to-flight efforts were arguably the focal points of O’Keefe’s tenure as NASA
administrator. (Source: NASA/B. Ingalls)
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due to his hands-off management style,
listened too much to his subordinates,
some of whom were complacent and incompetent managers. The safety management system failed. His management team
failed. To add insult to injury, O’Keefe
only one time publicly accepted personal
responsibility for the accident and to my
knowledge never offered his resignation
to the president. Two years later, nearly
all of his senior management team within
human space flight remains in place.
Within the shuttle program, after some
initial shuffling of management chairs,
most of the same people remain in management positions within the program. In
contrast, after the Challenger accident, the
acting administrator, an associate administrator, two center directors, and several
program managers were held accountable
and many lost their jobs.
The fact that it has taken more than
two years to return the shuttle program
to flight is disappointing and illustrates
poor leadership. Part of the problem was
the administrator’s bold public pronouncement that the agency would implement every recommendation of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board
(CAIB) report before returning the
shuttles to service. While a nice public
relations move, a savvier, technically astute leader might have given himself some
wiggle room. In fact, the shuttle has always been an experimental vehicle and
engineers may never be able to find a
truly safe and effective way to fix in space
severely damaged tiles or carbon-carbon
panels shielding the orbiter. So, while we
spend time and large sums of money
searching for near impossible fixes, the
shuttle fleet remains grounded.
Soon after the CAIB report,
O’Keefe decided not to service the
Hubble Space Telescope with the space
shuttle as planned, deeming the underSPACE TIMES • March/April 2005

taking too risky. He tried to place the rationale of this decision on the CAIB report, but one cannot find any specific
Hubble mission recommendation in the
report. This flawed decision simply turns
off what is arguably the most successful
astronomical instrument ever created by
humankind. Then O’Keefe reversed himself and spent more taxpayer dollars trying to develop a never-before-attempted
robotic servicing mission to the Hubble.
The shuttle and its crews have already
performed four flawless servicing missions to the Hubble over the past fifteen
years; why not choose the truly less risky
choice and service this extraordinary instrument with the shuttle? What was the
real motivation in not servicing the
Hubble? Money for exploration? It would
appear so because all funds for Hubble
servicing were removed from the fiscal
year 2006 president’s budget, thus ending Hubble’s future.
If one were to ask O’Keefe what
he wants his legacy to be, he would likely
respond with the new vision for space
exploration. The new vision for space
exploration is really not a new vision at
all: it is the result of years of work by
dedicated NASA scientists, engineers, and
planners and dates back nearly fifteen
years. Despite his best efforts, the vision
carries some damaging ramifications for
the agency’s other programs and for the
NASA workforce.
Convincing President Bush to adopt
the vision was a major achievement by
O’Keefe. The new exploration vision,
however, is terribly flawed in at least one
major aspect: like past efforts such as the
space shuttle, the ISS, George H.W.
Bush’s Space Exploration Initiative, and
most recently the X-33, the proposed initiative is not funded at the levels necessary for it to be successful. It relies on
“smoke and mirrors” financing that will
ultimately require the agency to eliminate many lines of important research.
Lines of research such as aeronautics and
Earth sciences are taking much of the
budgetary burden for the new vision. For
example, O’Keefe oversaw NASA’s abandonment of its very successful hypersonics
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ABOVE: Astronauts John Grunsfeld and Richard Linnehan repair the Hubble Space
Telescope during a servicing mission in March 2002. O’Keefe decided to cancel the next
scheduled service mission, which was to have taken place after the Columbia disaster,
to avoid risking the lives of astronauts. (Source: NASA)
BELOW: The X-43A, shown here, made two successful flights demonstrating new scramjet
technology in 2004. Abandoning aeronautics research projects like the X-43 as well as
new Earth science missions allowed O’Keefe to focus NASA’s resources on the new
vision for space exploration. (Source: NASA)

research soon after two of the greatest successes in aeronautics history: the successful
Mach 7 and Mach 10 flights of the X-43A
and its new scramjet technology.
The vision also depends on several
major programmatic and financial
miracles to occur well after the current
president leaves office. In truth, it is simply another unfunded dream. A twentyyear human return to the Moon and

“maybe” on to Mars initiative is not politically sustainable, especially with our
nation’s huge federal budget deficits, a
costly war on terror, and an Iraq quagmire. Worst yet, O’Keefe placed the
agency on a path to retire the shuttles,
reduce or end U.S. participation in the
ISS, and slash thousands of highly-skilled
Continued on page 23
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Realistic Expectations of the Vision
Progress toward achieving the vision for space exploration is unlikely to occur on the rapid timescale Apollo
enjoyed, but NASA is making headway.
by Anthony Young

The document outlining the vision
for space exploration is probably the most
scrutinized policy statement on space exploration in decades. It was a very carefully crafted document, not only to give
America a new direction for our future
in space and the blueprint for doing so
but also to avoid the mistakes of previous space policy documents that were not
considered seriously. How well is the new
vision progressing since President Bush
first announced it over a year ago?

American history, dwarfing even the
Manhattan Project in its scope, technological challenge, and marshalling of the
people needed to achieve the goal. Even
those directly involved with Apollo agreed
that level of effort would probably never
be undertaken again by Americans.
Voices from the Past
In July 1989, twenty years after the
first human Moon landing, a workshop

The crafters of the vision knew a crash program was unrealistic,
unnecessary, and probably not even desirable. Their thinking was
just the opposite: for the vision to be truly embraced and acted
upon, the total program must be carefully planned, have realistic
goals and schedules, and be paid for as it went along, because it
would have to survive numerous presidents, many congressional
sessions, and a fickle American public in terms of support.
Some believe that for America to
regain the high ground in human space
exploration the nation must mount a new
program on par and on much the same
crushing schedule as Apollo or it will not
have the support of the American people.
The crafters of the vision knew a crash
program was unrealistic, unnecessary, and
probably not even desirable. Their thinking was just the opposite: for the vision
to be truly embraced and acted upon, the
total program must be carefully planned,
have realistic goals and schedules, and be
paid for as it went along, because it would
have to survive numerous presidents,
many congressional sessions, and a fickle
American public in terms of support.
Project Apollo was unprecedented in
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was held at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s (NASA) Johnson
Space Center in Houston to bring together
some of the key players during Apollo
and videotape their comments on lessons
learned of successfully managing such a
gigantic program. Participants included
space luminaries Howard W. Tindall,
George E. Mueller, Owen W. Morris,
Maxime Faget, Robert R. Gilruth, and
Christopher C. Kraft. John M. Logsdon,
who was then and still is director of the
Space Policy Institute at The George
Washington University, moderated the
discussion.
Toward the end of the discussion,
Logsdon asked the panel some rather prophetic questions: “So, how do you do a

program that lasts for a long time? Could
you capture the spirit, the élan, the excitement of the 1961 to 1972 period, of
that program, with a continuing multidecade program of humans in space?”
Dr. Mueller, who led NASA’s human space flight program from 1963 to
1969, stated, “What you need is a commitment, a national commitment to a continuing program that doesn’t depend upon
a spectacular success, but depends upon
some results in the economy.”
Dr. Kraft, the director of flight
operations through Apollo 12 who went
on to become the head of the Johnson
Space Center, answered, “How you can
excite an organization or a nation like we
did in Apollo again is, in my mind, extremely difficult to do…to try to come
up with an event which is going to recapture the imagination of the United States
and the world as comparable to that I
don’t think is possible. So, I think George
is absolutely right. We have got to take a
different tactic which says look, space is
extremely important to the economic
structure of our country. It is just as important as defense. It is just as important
as education. It is an integral part of what
we have got to do in this country to remain preeminent, competitive, technologically ahead.”
Those words were spoken fifteen
years ago. In 2004 the Aldridge Commission, appointed by President Bush to provide guidance on implementing the new
space exploration vision, said in its report that “the long-term, ambitious space
agenda advanced by the President for robotic and human exploration will significantly help the United States protect its
technological leadership, economic vitality and security.” Not the exact words uttered during the Apollo retrospective but
pretty close.
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The Gauntlet Has Been Thrown
President Bush’s announcement of the
new space initiative effectively spelled the
end of the space shuttle; once the shuttle returned to flight and completed its mission
obligations in support of the International
Space Station (ISS), the shuttle fleet would
be retired. “Retired” is an appropriate word:
following the Columbia disaster, NASA requested the Texas chapter of the aerospace
union United Aerospace Workers, UAW 848,
to manufacture insulation tiles used on the
leading edge of the shuttle’s wings. These
tiles would be used for tests to simulate
strikes by pieces of insulation foam from the
shuttle’s main fuel tank. There was a problem, however: virtually all of the workers
with experience in preparing the shuttle’s
tiles had retired.
“We had to find former employees
who still had the training necessary to make
these tiles and were willing to come back to
work and train others,” explained Reecie
Giesecke, president of Local 848, to the
Aldridge Commission at a public meeting
in San Francisco last April. “We were lucky
to find one of these workers. The skills,
training and experience of this workforce
can easily be lost forever.”
If this is the case with the shuttle’s
tiles, what of the spacecraft’s many other
complex systems — hydraulic, electrical,
and mechanical? An entire generation of
engineers and shuttle support personnel have
come and gone since the first shuttle flight.
Can anyone doubt the need for the proposed
Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) and its
booster? The future of American human
space flight rests with the CEV, but like the
shuttle, it must be designed to last for decades.
On September 1, 2004, NASA
awarded contracts to eight companies to begin the concept development and design
work to achieve the vision for space exploration, with the potential for future contract
awards to build hardware. This action sent a
signal to the human space flight community
that America is indeed committed to returning people to the Moon and will eventually
have crewed missions to Mars. As the voices
of the past stated fifteen years ago, America’s
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The Crew Exploration Vehicle, shown re-entering Earth’s atmosphere in this artist’s
concept, will be the first new human transport spacecraft engineered in America in
more than a quarter of a century. NASA’s recent request for proposals for the vehicle
will get design studies underway in earnest. (Source: Lockheed Martin Corporation)

future in space must rely on the economic benefits of doing so.
And then, there is the issue of
public support. Does one American in
a hundred ever give a thought to the
ISS? Probably not. It is out of sight,
out of mind, and usually out of the news.
And yet, it represents America’s continued program of human space flight.
In point of fact, Americans tend to neither enthusiastically support nor vehemently oppose it. ISS did not need U.S.
citizens’ support, as was required during Apollo and the raging debates about
all the money being spent. In like manner, America’s future human space flight
back to the Moon and on to Mars should
also function just below the radar of
public opinion. It is not a matter today
of public debate; it is simply a matter
of public policy.
A significant milestone in the
implementation of the new vision for

exploration was NASA’s Exploration
Systems Mission Directorate’s recent request for proposals for the CEV. President Bush has called for the first
boilerplate CEV to fly in 2008 — only
three years away. That is quite a stretch,
and the launch vehicle has not even been
selected. Nevertheless, NASA does have
a potential launch vehicle in one of the
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicles.
As longtime observers of America’s
human space flight programs will tell you,
no metal gets bent without a request for
proposals: it is the first crucial step in
making flight hardware a reality. While
progress may not be as fast as many of
us would like, it would appear that
America is finally on a new and exciting path of human space exploration. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Anthony Young has published nine
books covering transportation history.
He is a regular contributor to the online
weekly, The Space Review.
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Conceptualizing Space Traffic Management
The time to begin planning for future spacecraft congestion in Earth orbit is now.
by William O. Glascoe, III

It is becoming increasingly essential to begin the design process for control over “geospace traffic” — robotic and
human space operations and vehicular
traffic within orbit around the Earth.
Starting this design now, while the urgency level for such space traffic control
is still relatively low, is prudent. The usual
approach is to be reactionary, creating
agencies or risk minimization programs
only after a catastrophic event. But a forward-thinking leader, mindful of the need
for high levels of reliability in a space
traffic control architecture, will understand that the costs of developing such a
system will be matched with great returns
including safety, security, prosperity, and
international cooperation.
Moving forward with the development of a space traffic control system first
requires key decisions about the technical and organizational management of that
system.

From a technical point of view,
decision makers, working with engineers,
must settle on the day-to-day, physical
procedures by which to control space traffic. There are concurrent developments
in thinking on the space situation awareness and space traffic control front, and
each has its merits and drawbacks in terms
of being able to manage a range of risks.
At one extreme is a system that has
no human traffic control element. Instead,
space traffic control would be accomplished by artificially intelligent systems
on board the vehicles traveling within
geospace. Vehicles would work in collaboration with each other to prevent interference and collisions, resolve flight plans,
and prevent catastrophes from isolated
failures in this system. Humans aboard
vehicles in flight may or may not play a
role in this type of system. (In one variation of this concept, the on-board operators of crewed vehicles would choose their

Brian Binney stands in jubilation atop SpaceShipOne, which he piloted last October to
win the Ansari X Prize and demonstrate the feasibility of private human space flight. As
companies begin to develop commercial human space flight ventures, a space traffic
management system similar to air traffic control for today’s commercial aircraft will be
needed to prevent spacecraft collisions, monitor proper spacecraft clearance, and control
activities at future U.S. and global spaceports. (Source: Nick Hoff)
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levels of involvement in these otherwise
autonomous operations, overriding system decisions when circumstances required human intervention.) The key to
this operational concept would be the
design of a database that would allow
vehicular data streams to be fused and
filtered into a single integrated picture of
geospace and the vehicles operating
within it. One of the challenges of realizing this design concept is that the necessary protocols and programs to compartmentalize sensitive information would
require significant development, given
the limited nature of existing software
designs, computer processing power, and
other important factors.
An alternative operational concept
for space traffic management includes
Earth-based human controllers in the
equation. Human controllers would disseminate the integrated geospace traffic
picture, conveying information on the
space situation with a high level of certainty and accuracy. This operational concept, however, would open up the system
to controllers’ miscalculations and errors
of judgment, instead of solely being at
risk for mechanical, software, or computer failures. This concept also would
require a commitment by ground-based
controllers and vehicle operators to work
together for everyone’s safety and welfare.
While the technical decisions deserve careful consideration, perhaps the
even greater challenge for designing and
then operating a space traffic control system is addressing the interests of the many
organizations and communities around the
globe that will use the system. Space vehicles will be flown by a multitude of
entities including civil space agencies,
militaries, intelligence organizations, and
commercial companies of all sizes. Each
group will have its own set of values and
priorities: for example, the intelligence
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community will desire a system that first and
foremost ensures secrecy while commercial
companies will prefer a system that facilitates their entrepreneurial interests. The designers of a space traffic control system will
need to balance the interests of potential users, all the while keeping the safety of all
users in mind.
Moreover, nations around the world
will have to agree on how to manage this
wide-reaching system – a challenge that is
likely to require nations to rethink the way

Sean O’Keefe’s Real Legacy
Continued from page 19

civil servants and contractor scientists and
engineers in the coming years. Why not focus our scarce resources on devising a truly
inexpensive, reusable, and safer human
launch system to low Earth orbit – the real
tall pole for all space activities? According
to current plans, the nation will be without
an operational human space launch systems
for at least five years during the next decade. By abandoning human flights for such
a long period of time, are we not placing
American preeminence in space at risk?
In closing, Sean O’Keefe did have
several major successes, including his efforts
at tackling the dysfunctional NASA financial management system and uniting the
agency and reaching scientific milestones
such as the wonderful Mars rovers. But these
successes do not excuse the important unresolved issues he left behind. If the vision
for space exploration takes hold and is
funded, O’Keefe’s legacy will likely be very
positive, and he will be regarded fondly as
the “father of exploration.” A more likely
scenario, however, would have an exploration vision left withering due to a lack of
funding and true national commitment and
future historians left wondering why the administrator departed the agency before returning the shuttle program to flight, thus
repairing his Columbia legacy. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The author of this article is a senior
manager at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. He has contributed several articles to Space Times.
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they interact. Currently, each
spacefaring nation has organizational
infrastructures run by people loyal to
protecting their own country’s interests.
And although numerous international
organizations exist to promote cooperation and the exchange of information
among nations, the spacefaring community lacks a developmental infrastructure on Earth that represents the mutually beneficial openness and oneness of
geospace.

A supranational corporation
would be an appropriate, neutral body
to manage geospace and the vehicular
activity within it and would be best able
to foster the technologies and temperament needed to successfully sustain
space traffic cooperation. ■
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
William O. Glascoe, III, is a
project management professional and
systems engineer in the Defense Threat
Reduction Agency’s nuclear technology
division.

Seminar on “Case Studies in International
Cooperation: Lessons for Exploration”
June 6, 2005
Hotel Washington, Washington, D.C.
This special seminar is hosted by the American Astronautical Society (AAS), American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and
Center for Strategic & International Studies (CSIS). This seminar is a spin-off
from the 7th AIAA Workshop on International Space Cooperation held in
Anchorage, Alaska, May 2-6, 2004, during which participants in the Space
Exploration Working Group developed a concept for international cooperation in exploration. That concept involved international coordination of
programs to optimize the global exploration endeavor. It also noted that
international cooperation on the level of program participation and project
management can benefit from the large body of practical experience generated over several decades, and highlighted a “toolkit” of bilateral and multilateral international cooperative mechanisms that partners can draw upon
to select the most effective mechanism for the program or project envisioned.
This seminar will look at some of the cooperative mechanisms in
the “toolkit,” identifying lessons learned and the appropriateness of the
mechanisms for application to some aspect of space exploration. The focus
of the seminar will be case studies of past international programs involving
implementation on an industry-to-industry basis, considering what industry
did, extent of government-to-government “umbrella,” how government
helped or hindered industry efforts, and other lessons learned that have applicability to ongoing and planned exploration-related activities.
The output of the seminar will be a written report on lessons learned
from the case studies and their applicability to exploration-related activities. During the seminar, participants from government, industry, and nongovernment organizations will be invited to provide input to the development of a strategic assessment of the case studies for the written report.
Cost: $150 (AAS, AIAA, or CSIS
members) $175 (non-members).
Includes continental breakfast,
refreshment breaks, lunch, and CD
with presentations and final report.
For program and registration,
visit www.astronautical.org .
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UPCOMING EVENTS

AAS CORPORATE MEMBERS

AAS Meeting Schedule
June 2–4, 2005
*Student CanSat Competition
Plaster City, California
www.cansatcompetition.com
June 6, 2005
*Special Seminar
“Case Studies in International
Cooperation: Lessons for Exploration”
Hotel Washington
See page 23
Washington, D.C.
for details!
www.astronautical.org
August 7–11, 2005
*AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics
Specialist Conference
Embassy Suites Resort
Lake Tahoe, California
www.space-flight.org

*AAS Cosponsored Meetings

November 15–16, 2005
AAS National Conference and
52nd Annual Meeting
South Shore Harbour Resort
Houston, Texas
www.astronautical.org
January 2006
*AAS/AIAA Space Flight
Mechanics Winter Meeting
Tampa, Florida
www.space-flight.org
February 4-8, 2006
29th Rocky Mountain Guidance
and Control Conference
Beaver Run Resort
Breckenridge, Colorado
www.aas-rocky-mountain-section.org
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